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Ideal (r = 7) and close to real @ = 6.85) composi,tion o! the YBazCusO, superconductor can be assunted
to change on the boundary with negatiue charge surface. The two used methods of calculation (generalized
nteasuretnents and absorption) show a considerable reduction of copper ion ualence.

ITVTRODUCTION 2.I. Probability method

When the crystal lattice is contacted against a neg- For a generalized moment of ith ion it is valid that
ative clrargecl surface it is necessary to take into ac* Ťfl,i = ztlrt, where z; and T; áÍe the charge and ra-
count boundary effect ancl corresponding changes cre- dious of ion respectively. For positive ions (or holes)
ated in the interface layer on the boundary. In partic- the relative abilityfor the absorptio"(C) is inversely
ular this concept was applied for the investigation of proportional to generalized moment, or
ionic melts but so far there was no such arr attempt
paid to the oxide high T" superconductors (HTSC). C,; = Ilm; - rt/z;

METHODS bility (< 1). Consequently Ý[ = colDCi (where

DW, - 1) and the values Cl and W; can be read
Let us assume that the electron flow creates neg- from Table I.

ative charge on the surface of HTSC. In response it Considering the absorption of each cation (f1) pro-
can cause absorption and/or transport of positively portional to W; and number of ions of the same kind
charged ions into the HTSC surface or the desorption nf ) in formula group (1):
of negative ions. It can be analyzed in two ways:

Ti - n!.Wi

Although hypothetical, we tried to evaluate such a sit-
uation uncler two different assumptions: (i) ubro.f :: 

t-,":'-t-1T'for negative ions, it represents the ability
tion [l] and (ii) generalized momenrs [2] of lonr. it for d1|]ion [2]' In table I' there are given values of

was appliedfor the yBa2cu3o* type superconducto, r,.ttd,9o for ions in the formula group of Eq' (2)'

assuming ideal (* - 7) and close to real (* = 6.ú' 1:":-''?,11i 
were compiled from ref. [4] taking in ac-

compositions" Accordins ro the elecrroneutrality they ;.hTlj,:'ili".J*JH.n:Tiljrfffi-;*.8;:.can be represented as follows: 
From table I it follows that the absorption ability of

A..... Vf+nl!+Cu!+Cuf*O? positive ions decreases in the row Ba2+ + E2{ -*
Y3* -' Cu2+ * Cu3*. The most realiable seems be

B .... Y?*na?r+Cu2rl C"31 n31u O3*u (1) rhe rransirion of Ba ion into the surface layer while

taking in account the possible coexistence of trivalent the lowest chance exhibits cu3* '

copper and holes (n) with the positive charge of two. - The general probability of absorption/desorption

The aim of present work is to investigate possibilities ťor some ions (hole) into surface layer (Dýy') i'
for a composition change as the response for the ex- 

=::td 
equal 1' If only one ion is absorbed then

cess of negative charge ulorrg the contacting surface. T I4l = Y, - 1' If absorption of several ions take
place each of them has a part of the total proba-

(2)

(3)

*Correspondece to: Prof. J" Sestak, Institute of Physics, De-
partrnent of Semiconductors, Academv of Sciences of the Czech
Republic, Cukrovarnická 10, 162 00 Prague - 6, Czech Republic

Then in surface layer will be the following number of
ions of each kind

,:') - ni +T; - nl(L + wt) (4)

Here we supposed, that the relative area occupied by
a molecule of HTSC in the bulk and on the surface
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lon r x 1010 [rn] m x 1o1o [C.*-t]
YBazCusOz YBaz Cuo Oo.aso.rs

C; x 1o1o [*.C-t] W; C; x 1o10 [-.C*t] W;

Y3+
Ba2*
Cu2*
Cu3*
02-
n2+

1.02
1.47
0.57

-(0.54)
1.38

-(1.38)

2.94
1.36
3.318
D,DO

*1.45

1.45

0

0

0

0

34
735
301

18

69-0

0.151
0.327
0.1 34
0.080
0.307

0.34
0.735
0.301
0.18

-0.69
0.69

0.1 15

0.25
0.102
0.061
0.235
0.235

Table .l

Generalized rnoments of ions, their abilit3r tr.> absorpti*n/desorption and the values of Ci
íor HTSC.

Table II.

Ions content in 1 cm2 of surface of HTSC without regard
to absorption.

and Wi ions

before and after the absorption will be the some and
constant because the electroneutrality is maintained
in the surface monomolecular layer.

There are two ways of how to treat a negative
ion (O2-). First, we can assume a "vector" absorp-
tion where absorption of positive ions has the sign
"plus" and that of negative ones tras the sign "minus" .

Second from the surface layer "leaves" a nllmber of
02-ions equal to the sum of all cat,ions absc,rbed into
the layer, i.e. oxygen anions are displaced, i.e.

lo'- = t ri.otioo"'

In common, we can analyze both of them following
the schemes:
Lf "vector" absorption of all ions (14 an 1B),

2/ absorption of ail positive ions with displacement
of equivalent number of 02* into the HTSC bulk (2A
and 2B),
3l absorption Ba2* and 2+ with displacement of
o2-into rhe bulk (3B),
4/ absorption only Ba2* with displacement of 02-
into the bulk (4A and 48).

In order to exemplify the calculation the simplest
treatment is given below for the scheme 44. Absorp-
tion of only Ba2* is considered with the displacement
oť 02- for the initial composition YBazCuaoz If only
one ion is accounted for, then

Visora - 1 and fBur* - Z, 
"$] r+ = 4, "$J- - 5;

yielc{ing the surface layer composition

YBazCuaOz YBazCueOo.ss lo.rs

lon rrf in
molecule

rrl") * 1o*'i4
r. -?rLron.cm -j

n! in
molecule

rrl-") 
" 

10*14
r. -,-tl
Lron.cm -l

Y3+
Ba2*
Cu2*
Cu3*
02-
rl2+

I
2

2

l.

I

3.218
6.436
6.436
3.218
22.526

D :41.795

1

2"6

0.4
6.85
0.15

3.218
6.436
8.359
1.286

22.023
4.482

D - 41.Te5
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Table IIIa.

Results of evaluation of surface layer composition by probability method (I).

Kind of ions Treatment
variation

For initial YBazCusO"

Y3+ Ba2* Bao Cu3* Cu2* Cuo D2+ 02-

"Vector" absorption
1A
all ions

Absorption accordingly
f3* = * Dft cations
2,4. all ions

3A

4A just {or Ba2*

1st

2nd

1st
and
2nd

1st
and
2nd

lst
and
2nd

I

1

1

2.306

2.306

2.306

0

0

0

0

0.438

0.85

0

0

0

0.438

2.37

2.06

0

0

0

4.463

4.463

5.081

The same as 4A

1 ó.o 0.5 0 0 3 0 5

Y2+Ba?+CrinCu3+O3* where the sum of the pos-
itive charges is 18 and that of the negative ones is
10. Excess of positive charges can be neutralized by
negative charges of electron flow. Consequently the
two valence Cu and than the three valence Cu-ions
are reduced and finally ions Ba2* and Y3+, thus first
7 from 8 positive excessive charges can be neutral-
ized 2Cuz+ * Cu3* * 7e - 3Cu0 and the rest pos-
itive charge can be compensated by 0.5Ba2* -y e -
0.58a0. After this procedure and when accounting for
the electroneutrality, the composition of the surface
layer is Y3+Bafr+.n"$ uC"8O3- or y3*nal+"Ol- to-
gether with Bas.sCue.

2.2. Method bv Moiseev and
Steptrrt., t5].

In 1 cm3 of HTSC-volume the number of molecules
(II) is tI - (dNs)/m, where d is the density, M ts
the moleculal mass and No is the Avogadro number.
Here we supposed that the molecules are uniformly
distributed in one cubic cm, thus, fI = n3, where
n is the number of molecules in the tube side with
length 1 cm. In the layer with the thickness equal to
the average size of molecule and area 1 cm2 there are
following number of molecules

,(s) _,2 = ((ď.No) lM),l"

The total number of ions on this area is:

D"Í-, _,,(")Dq,

where n!') i. the number of ions of each kind in 1

cm2 area, nl is the number of ions of each kihd in the
formula group (1). The number of ions of each kind
in 1 cm2 area would then equal

,(i, _,('),ť _ n? ((d.No) l*),/"
In Table II. there are given contents of each kind of
ions in 1 cm2 area of monomolecular laver without
regard to absorption if

d1Ysa2cu3o,)

equals to 6.38 glr " L6l; M = 666.18 and No= 6.023
x 1023. Absorption of i-th cation is f; = W;lot,
where fo6 is common absorption all cations in surface
layer, ions/cm2 and W; is the probability of cation
absorption, normalized to 1. Then

(6)

(7)

(8)W, = C;,|,) 7,,* (c,"Í')) ,

where n(') is the number of molecuies in the initial
composition on the area 1 cmz without absorption.

where Cl is the ability of cations absorption (see Ta-
ble I.) , ,:') is the number of ions of each kind in 1

cm2 area without regarding the absorption (ct. Ta-
ble II.). The content of i-cation in surface layer after
absorptior, ,r(') can be found as a sum

(5)

(e)
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Table III\.

Results of evaluation of surface layer composition by probability method (I).

Kind of ions Treatment
variation

For initial YBazCu3O6.s5 f16.15

Y3+ Ba2* Bao Cu3* Cu2* Cuo El2+ 02-

"Vectort' absorption
1A'
all ions

Absorption accordingly
f3- : -Dft cations
2A' all ions

3A'

4A' just for Ba2*

lst
and
2nd

1st
and
2nd

lst
and
2nd

lst
and
2nd

1

I

1

1

2.242

2.3

3.03

3.2

0

0

0

0.8

0.38

0.375

0.4

0

0.252

0.357

0 391

0

2.384

2.196

2.209

3

0.166

0.17

0.233

0.15

4.73

4.89

5.744

4.85

The contents of 02- ions in surface layer regarding
the absorption [5] is

,,(') _ 
"s]- 

* I'Í').
In order to calculate the composition it is neces-

sary to know the value fo6 for which we used 3.75 x
1014 ions/cmz. It was deduced on bases for common
absorption Na* and K+ ions as received from exper-
imental data for the surface tension in NazCO3 and
KzCOs melts [5]. The generalized moment of K+ and
Na+ equal to L2 x 10-10 and 1.63 x 10-10 Cl^,
moments of Ba2* and n2* equal 1.36 x 10-10 and
1.46 x 10-10 C/*), respectively. The procedure for
neutralization of the excessive positive charges of ions
was the same as above.

RESULTS

The composition of surface layers regarding the ab-
sorption calculated by two methods are given in Ta-
ble III. Analysis shows that the best agreement is
observed for schemes 2A and 2A', 3B and 38' (ct.
Table IV.)

We can suppose that the agreement of results by
using the independent methods of calculations serve
as a criterion of the reliability for this results. On this
ground we supposed that the compositions of surface
layers calculated by the schemes 2A and 24', 38 and
3B' are the most representative frorn ail results. Con-
sequently, the most probable way of change of the

surface comp.ositions is the absorption (or transfer)
of ions Ba2* and n2* from the bulk of HTSC. This
has a good agreement with a maximum of absorp-
tion ability for Ba2+ and D2* in comparison with the
other ions (Table I.).

For selected compositions the concentration of ions
Ba2* and n2* increase approximately by 1.5 times
whiie ions 02 are approximately 1.2 times less as well
as the sum of ions Cu2* and Cu3* in comparison with
that in the volume HTSC. That surface HTSC layer
can be described in common by formulae:

v3+ B a3I,_,.,ou C'35,- o..,01ř - u. o,
(schemes 24' and 2A')

and

y3 + B a35, _ r. o n cr 3 5n, _ o. ru c 
"31n 

o 3 
-rn 4_ 5 . 67 7

r=2*
"0 223-0'226 

(schemes 38 and 38',),

which brings necessity to introduce atoms of rnetallic
copper.

DISCUSSION

The above results are evidently dependent on cer-
tain hypothetical assumptions and their approval
would need a serious "energetic" test of possibility
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Table IIIc.

Results of evaluation o{ surface layer composition by method [5] (II).

Kind of ions Treatment
variation

For initial YBazCusO"

Y3+ Ba2t Bao Cu3* Cu2* Cuo rl2+ gz-

"\/ector" absorption
TA
all ions

Absorption accordingly
13-: -Dft cations
2A all ions

3A

4A just {or Ba2*

lst

2nd

1st
ancl
2ncl

1st
and
2nd

1st
and
2nd

1

1

I

0.843

2.77

2.77

7.448

1.448

0

0

0.22

0.22

0

0

0

2.256

3.256

2.903

0

0

0

2.343

4.6

4.6

The same as 4A

1 3"175 0 0.794 0 2.206 0 5.866

of ion transport. In acldition, there is a difficult com-
parison between melts (at 900"C [5]) and the HTSC
at liquicl nitrogen (almost 70 K), where the movement
of ir'rns carr exhibit considerable difficulties. If assum-
ing that electron (or holes) flow does produce nega-
tiver charges worth of consideration it can clefinitely
allorv us to irnagine not only the polarization of ions
in the HTSC structures but also the initiation of the
transport of positive ions into the negative charged
surface.

It is expedient to evaluate energies of this transport
by carrying out special investigations. In this work we
srrpposecl a priori that the possiblity of transport of
1;ositive ions into crystal surface layer could be taken
comparable to a spontaneous absorption of surface-
active substances in melts of alkali-metals carbonates
at higlrer terrrperatures which does not generally con-
trirrlict the laws of physical chemistry. Our previous
thermodynarnic treatments [7,8] showecl possibility
for warying the cornpositions in a wide spectrunr aud
sl abilit,y.

Few experimental data so far published support
principally orrr results. It was shown [9] that there
are clefinite cornposit,ion changes nearby the positive
electrode (negative polarity field) when a constant
crrrrerrt is passing through the HTSC-film at 4.2 K
tlrrrirrg several days. By cornparing wit,h the positive
íir'l<l tlre content of coppr:r was fottttcl to increase by
,l wL. To. Some inclrrsions were founcl to have t,he

content of copper as high as 38 wt.To [9]. For simi-
lar investigations, carried out at 300 K, new phases
were observed to be created nearby the positive elec-
trode (Y2BaCuOr, BaCuO", CuO6 and tetragonal
YBa2Cu3Ov), as well as the enrichment of copper
content [10]. The changes of HTSC-composition, how-
ever, were not experimentally observed in the fields
with positive polarities [9, 10]. Consequently, tht'
transfer of positive ions of copper from the bulk of
HTSC to the negative charged surfaces, their reduc-
tion up to metallic state, and the change of HTSC
composition can be assumed plausible [9, l0], but the
mechanism of such a transfer is not clear yet.

In the framework of our models we did not take into
account the existence of C)u*l in the HTSC-surface
layers as this assumption would break the law of elec-
troneutrality in monomolecular surface layer of t,lre

given HTSC-compositions, see ec1. 1. Nevertheless, it
is possible to estimate average charge of coirper atoms
taking into acc.ount the surn of all ions charges an<l

the total number of ions ancl neutral atoms of copper
in the surface layer (see eq. I and Table IV). After
calculations the following charge values per 1 atom of
copper in the surface layer are receivr'<l:

variant
2A (r)
2A'(rr)
3B(r)
3B'(il)

average charge
+ 0.6tJ

+ 0.2ti
+ 0.66
+ 0.59

Cerarnics * Silikát.v i'. 3-4' l99.l
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Table IIIď.

Results of evďuation of surface layer composition by method [5] (ID.

Kind o{ ions Treatment
variatir:n

For initial YBazCu3O6.s5 o6.15

Ys+ Ba2* Bao Cu3* Cu2f Cuo D2+ 02-

*Vector" absorption
1A'
all ions

Absorption accordingly
13-: -Dft cations
2A' ďl ions

3A'

tcl

4,4"' just for Ba2*

lst
and
2nd

lst
and
2nd

lst

2nď

lst
and
2nd

I

1

1

I

I

1.114

2.6

3.091

3.091

3.062

1 153

0

0

0

0

0

0.325

0.4

0.4

0.4

0

0

4.26

0.26

0.472

3.15 I

3.015

2.338

2.126

) L26

0.146

0.14

0.226

0.226

0.15

2.6L4

4.727

5.677

5.677

5.782

Taking into account the date of Table IV, we can give
the integral compositions of surface HTSC-layers in
the following stoichiometry :

Table IV.

Compare of compositions of surface layer by two

variants 2A(I) and 2A' (II)

y3+BaSl or_z.rrcvllr#), jj 'n*)o3;._n u

and variants 38 (I) and 3B' (II)

v3+ Ba35 oe_ z.zrcvlj;ftf, 
(' 5ea*) 62* 44_ 5.66r

rr2*
"0.223-0.226'

Furthermore, in our proposed model we did not at-
tempt to discuss aditional possibilities of chemical in-
teractions between the surface layers and bulk HTSC-
composítions. This problem will be the subject of our
further investigations, but we can anticipate that such
chemical reactions can lead to a formation of new
phases as we already suggested in our simulated ther-
modynamics calculations of thermochemical proper-
ties of real and hypothetical phases auxiliary to the
YBaCuO HTSC [8].
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ZMĚNY SLoŽENí V PoVRCHoVÉ VRSTVĚ
SUPRAVoD|ČE YBazCuso' VYVoLANÉ KoNTAKTEM

sE ZÁPoRruÝru NÁgoleN4

GBRvr.q.N Motsppvl, JnRoslav ŠpsrÁx2 a BBoŘrcH
ŠrĚpÁNnx2

L [Jstau metalurgie, Uralská sekce Ruské Akadem,ie Věd,

GSP.812, Amundsena 707, Ekatěrinburg, 620279 Rusko
2 oddelení polouodóčů, FyzikáIní ústaa Akademie uěd

Ceské republiky, Cukrouarnickó 70, CZ _ 162 00 Praha 6

Iderílní (X-7) a reálné (x_6.85) sloŽení vysokoteplot-
ního keramického supravodiče (YBa2Cu3 o* )bylo analyzo-
váno v podmínkách povrchového kontaktu s negativním
nábojem při použití dvou výpočetních metod, tj. prav-
děpodobnostního odhadu, na základě zobecněných mo-
mentů zůčastněných iontů a způsobu navrŽeném Moisee-
vem a Stěpanovem' na základě adsorbce iontů. Ukazuje
se, že v pŤítomnosti záporného náboje může hypotetic-
ky dojít v povrchové vrstvě supravodiče k podstatné re-
dukci kationtů mědi a to v rozsahu valence (0.28_0.68)+'
uvažujeme-li průměrnou sumární hodnotu náboje kation-
tů a neutrálních atomů mědi ()* existujících v souladu
s výpočetními metodami v analyzované kontaktní vrstvě.
Předpokládaná změny stechiometrie je pak následující:

Ideiilní sloŽení Y"+ Ba3+ C,i|* Cu3* o}_ se posune na

y3+ Ba; +"o, _r. r, crf.rgt1)-Jrt tt * ) 03 ;, _n. u

a reálné Y3+Ba3+c"i1uo]juo!;u na

Ys + B a3 t o u -r. r, cror'ut 
1 + ) -( 0' 5 e 4 * ) o?1 nn - u .u u,

r:2*
"o229-0.226'

(kde o označuje díry).
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